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YEARS AGO, I purchased a copy of In the Footprints of the Lamb
by George Steinberger. I figured if both Ole Hallesby (1879-1961)
and Leonard Ravenhill (1907-1994) recommended this book, it
was worth reading-and it was. Since my first reading, I have
reread it often. Hallesby wrote in the Foreword of the first edition
of this book in 1915: I know of no devotional book that I have
reread so many times. It is to an unusual degree filled with
words of eternal life. Through many years of bitter suffering, its
author learned to see the Savior as the Lamb of God and himself
to walk the pathway in the footprints of the Lamb. George
Steinberger (1865-1904) lived a relatively brief life, and during
those years he suffered much, as the reader will clearly discover.
However, God s grace taught and sustained this thirsty-hearted
follower of the Lamb in the midst of many difficulties. Suffering
can either make us or break us; Steinberger chose to take the
former route. He lived by...
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This written ebook is fantastic. It is probably the most incredible ebook we have read. Its been written in an extremely
basic way in fact it is just following i finished reading this publication where basically modified me, a ect the way i
think.
-- Howell R eichel-- Howell R eichel

These types of publication is the greatest publication available. It really is filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . Lenna  B ea tty III--  Pr of . Lenna  B ea tty III
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